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to be pushed together and clamped 
(Photo 5). Before applying glue, be sure 
to wax all surfaces that may contact glue 
squeeze-out.

The turner in me realized I could 
turn a round disk and fit it into a 
turned border. I mounted the quilt 
block to a carrier using double-sided 
tape and turned it into a neat circular 
form with parallel front and back. 
Vernier calipers helped ensure they 
were parallel (Photo 6). An artist’s 
pallet knife worked well to pry the disk 
from the carrier (Photo 7).

The border
For the border, I used a stunning 
piece of back-sawn birdseye maple. 
After bandsawing a circle, about 2¼" 
(55mm) in diameter, I attached the 
wood to a waste block using heat-sen-
sitive glue.

To determine the area my quilt-
patterned disk would fit into, I used 
Vernier calipers to transfer measure-
ments (Photo 8), and then hollowed 
a recess (Photo 9). To trim the recess 

M y partner is a keen quilter. 
She cuts large lengths of 
perfectly good fabric into 

small pieces, and then stitches them 
together to form sizable blocks of 
geometric forms. Some of her tech-
niques defy understanding where 
she began. A recent quilting project 
made me realize that some quilt-
ing patterns can be converted into 
wooden versions. I began exploring 
options for woodturning.

A three-colored lamination in 
one of her quilts intrigued me, 
so I used that as the basis of 
my design. I began by select-
ing timbers that had contrast-
ing colors and grain structure. 
Searching through my thirty-
year collection of wood, I  
selected three species: highly 
figured maple, wenge (for its  
lovely contrast between black and 
brown), and sheoak (for its orange 
hue and alternative medullary  
grain structure).

Prepare the lamination
I wanted to end up with enough 
laminated squares to make several 
brooches, so I cut two thin strips, 
about ¼" (6mm) thick, of each wood. 
(The number and thickness of strips 
will depend on the length and thick-
ness of your timber and the size of 
your project.) To reduce stray cuts and 
prevent material wastage, I clamped 
a guide block to my bandsaw (Photo 
1). I planed to the correct thickness 
and clamped the three strips together 
(Photo 2). To make the edges even, I 
used a jointer (Photo 3).

I resawed the laminated strips, 
planed the edges, and then cut the 
strips into squares.

To cut the strips square, I set up a jig on 
my drop saw that allowed adjustments 
for squareness and length. An elongated 
slot secured with a screw, with which I 
could adjust a stop block, allowed me to 
get just the right distance between it and 

the blade. There are other methods for 
achieving identical square pieces if you 
do not have a drop saw.

After cutting a few squares, I real-
ized that masking tape would reduce 
waste. A strip of tape easily held each 
cut square in place as the saw blade 
stopped spinning. I would retrieve one 
square at a time, move the stock along, 
and secure the next piece to be cut off.

Design and glue
With enough squares cut, it was time 
to consider possible configurations 
and patterns (Photo 4). I soon real-
ized there is an opportunity to make 
the most of every piece of timber, 
exploiting color, grain, and contrast. 
My design ended up containing 
sixteen squares. (Already designed, 
pre-laminated wood can be pur-
chased instead of cutting and gluing 
strips of wood.)

After finding a pattern that satisfied 
me, I was ready to glue the block of 
squares. I arranged a simple jig made 
of MDF, which allowed the squares 
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A guide block clamped to the 
bandsaw helps ensure straight cuts.

Using Vernier calipers makes 
transferring dimensions accurate.

2
After surfacing the strips, three are 
glued together.

9
Hollow a recess for the disk.

The edges of the strips can be cleaned 
up on a jointer, or planed by hand.

Use a small scraper to trim the recess 
to its final dimension.

Check the fit. The recess should be 
just deep enough so the disk is about 
1mm above the surface of the border.

Glue the disk into its border. 
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This is the fun part, figuring out a 
design pattern.

A simple jig allows the squares to be 
pushed together, and then clamped. 

Vernier calipers help ensure the front 
and back of the disk are parallel.

An artist’s pallet knife works well to 
pry the disk from the carrier.
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to its final dimension, I used a small 
scraper (Photo 10).

I checked the fit (Photo 11) and then 
cut the recess just deep enough so the 
disk was about 1⁄16" (1mm) above the 
surface of the border. 

PVA (carpenter’s) glue worked 
well to glue the disk into the 
border. A small piece of MDF 
between the block and tailstock 
center protected the surface and 
provided even pressure while the 
glue cured (Photo 12).

Add defining lines
With the glue cured, it was time 
to trim the outer perimeter of the 
brooch and scrape its face to a 
smooth slightly convex shape  
(Photo 13). To define the elements 
and enhance its overall appearance,  
I cut two V grooves (Photo 14).

After sanding to a final surface 
with 320-grit abrasive, I was ready to 
separate the brooch from its carrier. I 
used a thin-bladed parting tool (Photo 
15) before sawing it free with a coping 
saw (Photo 16). 

Finish the back
Finishing the back required a 
jam-fit chuck mounted onto a face-
plate. I used cedar, into which I cut 
a recess. I took the precaution of 
carving out a channel that would 
allow me to pry the brooch free 

later without causing damage to the 
finished surface (Photo 17).

With the brooch mounted securely, 
I turned the back slightly domed-
shaped (Photo 18), sanded, applied a 
finish, and attached a clasp (Photo 19).

The brooch is ready to wear to a  
quilter’s event! 

Trim the perimeter and scrape smooth the 
face of the brooch.

Use a thin-blade parting tool to begin 
parting the disk from its carrier.

Add V grooves to define elements. 

Saw the disk free using a coping saw. 
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To remount the disk, turn a recess and 
then cut a groove in the side, which will 
allow you to easily free the disk later.

Turn the back of the disk. After sanding and applying finish, attach 
a clasp. 
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Andrew Potocnik has been involved 
in woodturning since high school. His 
work is represented in many private 
and museum collections. He was an 
ITE (International Turning Exchange) 
Resident in 2004, and he writes for  
other woodworking publications. 
Andrew’s primary interest is sharing  
his passion for wood with students in  
a school setting.
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